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Tuesday.

Our French trip gets off to a good start. Switch on the Satnav, delays of 161 min in five traffic jams. Joy!

That’s it now; we might as well give up airports for good. An underpants bomber attack has been foiled. Forget
terra-hertz scanners. The darlings at the TSA will want us stark starring naked with all our dangly bits exposed.
Do you think with miniaturisation they’ll invent a thong bomb?

300 miles down the motorways, God knows how many know “No
Works” (AKA as road works), we arrive at the tunnel for the usual
speedy crossing. Amazing no one ever seems to be working in these
so-called Road Works. All “No Works” seem to have expanded to a
minimum length of 10 miles. If you’re lucky you might see one or two
people working in a couple of hundred yards and then 10 miles of
cone breeding lanes. Of course there’s a 50 mph limit to slow people
down even more and THEY don’t need to rely upon traffic jams to
make driving a misery.

As soon as we get to France the car rebels – can you blame it! Driving down the AutoRoute is like driving across
cobbled roads at hundred miles an hour. Need new teeth.

Make it to Abbeville hotel and phone Green Flag.

Wednesday – grey and miserable.

Green geezer arrives, typical French timing, 30 minutes late, still we might
as well get in tune for our 2 month stay. Speaks no English so it’s an
interesting test of my French but it’s amazing what you can do with verbs!

Take a test drive and he confirms my worst fears. Transmission problem.

Loads car on trailer and off we go on our adventure to a Kia garage at
Amiens.

Garage eventually gets around to diagnostics, rather than a test drive. Problem only occurs around 50mph.

12 o’clock comes and of course what happens? They all bugger off to lunch and we’re kicked out – am I
surprised. Is this how you treat a potential customer. Heaven forbid you should want to buy a new car!
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After lunch they do a test drive. Confirms it is a problem with the transmission. No problem will order the part.
Well there is a problem. Can’t order part until tomorrow morning. Why? KIA will only accept orders for parts in
the morning! May seem strange, may seem bizarre but you have to remember this is France, home of the 35
hour week; two hour lunches; unions; communists; all things laid back and lazy; a budding Greece in the
making. Transmission should / may arrive Friday morning and should /
may be fixed by Friday afternoon, mind you that’s a French estimate.

I suppose it’s consoling to the French to know that idiocy is not just on
their side of the channel. Green flag have a fair share of silly rules. Every
time they ring me, even if we spoke only 2 minutes ago, I have to confirm
my name; Wendy’s name; my street address; my postcode; colour of my
car; make of car; model of car; the license number. What about my inside
leg measurement? To add insult to injury if I volunteer any information
before they ask, because by now I’ve got quite adept at it, they have to hang up and start the whole process
again. Goldfish for jam jars – barking mad!

Now you may have heard that this Hollande geezer has been elected as president in France. Only been in office
10 minutes and he’s already having a pot at us Brits – there’s the thanks you get for bailing them out in World
War 2. It appears to him that the British by protecting the city of London financial markets are being
chauvinistic, protectionist and self-interested with no regards for the EU. Talk about Osama bin Laden calling
the IRA terrorists.

We leave the garage and walk into town to find a hotel.

We might as well spend two nights in a hotel and see a bit of Amiens, especially as
green flag will pay the hotel bill for five nights, rather than hire a car, drive 300
miles to our campsite and then have to drive all the way back to pick the car up on
Friday or possibly Monday. Mind you if the car is not ready Friday then we’ll
probably have to spend the weekend here. Not a good thought.

Thursday – sunny and grey, but very humid.

Have a walk around Amiens. Lovely town with the most fantastic cathedral we’ve
ever seen. The carvings are phenomenal. You really have to admire the
craftsmanship and the fund raising that must have gone on to build such a place.
Oh and Wendy thinks the shopping areas lovely.

Apparently France’s law banning face-covering garments in public came into force a year ago. The French
ministry of the interior says police stopped and checked some 354 women since the law was passed. With 299
reports filed, about 20 people were given fines of up to 150 euros each. Perhaps it’s a good job France is a
civilized country or else they could be stoning offenders rather than fining them! Is wearing a full facial crash
helmet illegal?

Friday – sunny with clouds.
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Leisurely Continental breakfast, hope the cars fixed I don’t think I can cope with a fourth, followed by a leisurely
morning. Check with garage, parts arrived and car will be ready for 17:00.

Want to collect the car ASAP as we have a 300 mile drive, so make our way up to garage for 14:00. We look like
a pair of geriatric back packers walking through Amiens. Stop in a little Boulanger for a lunch of coffee and cake.

Get to the garage for 14:00. Too much trouble for service manager to look up or interrupt his 5 minute
conversation with a mechanic. Service manager is just dam pig ignorant and all that is bad about
the French – see picture that is the epitome of  the French, I leave you to draw your own
conclusions. Cars ready. Thank you so much for ringing me to let me know!!!! He starts to
prepare the bill and then just breaks off to spend another 5 minutes chat to a mechanic – does
he appreciate who pays his wages. Customer service, what’s that? By now I’m ready to plant him.
£800 for insolence and rudeness, how I wish I had the time and my French was up to a good
blasting.

But never mind, every dog has his day; letters to the garage MD and Kia will follow and in case you’re ever in
Amiens do not go to Garage James Lefebvre.

Pleasant drive down to Airvault and arrive around 19:00. Caravans all set up on pitch and even the heating’s on
– luxury.

Saturday – sunny and windy.

Spend the day setting up the caravan.

A fresh offering from my hero Pat Condell – just love his rants . He mentions the Hamas Charter so I thought
I’d check it out to see how objective he is. Found this bit very interesting – “The time will not come until
Muslims will fight the Jews (and kill them); until the Jews hide behind rocks and trees, which will cry: O
Muslim! there is a Jew hiding behind me, come on and kill him! This will not apply to the Gharqad, which is a
Jewish tree (cited by Bukhari and Muslim).” So, they want to kill all the Jews. I suppose that’s nothing new. But
I’m fascinated by these talking rocks and trees, perhaps I don’t need to bother with Apples Siri after all.

Meanwhile perhaps the Saudi Tourist board should publish this “A Sri Lankan woman is currently facing
decapitation by sword on a witchcraft charge in Saudi Arabia, in accordance with Wahhabism, an extreme form
of Sunni Islam”. Come to Saudi land of enlightenment.

We know we’ve arrived when for dinner we have bread, wine and cheese out on the patio.

Sunday – sunny and still a bit windy.

A leisurely day around the caravan. Actually get to read a book.

When lawyer Mohammed Enait applied for a job as a client manager at Rotterdam Council, he made it quite
clear that his religion forbade him to shake hands with any women he might come into contact with.
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Share this:

Council recruiters in the social services department reacted by telling him to take a hike.

Claiming he was being discriminated against, Enait took the council to a court in The Hague, where his case was
dismissed this week.

The court, according to this report, found his refusal to shake hands with females of the species unacceptable,
and said his stance would have damaged the relationship between the council and its clients. My question is why
are these courts wasting their time on such nonsense – I hope he got a big bill.

Monday – sunny.

Another leisurely day, although we do venture forth on our bike to the local supermarket. Wendy manages all
the hills without getting off and pushing – well done. Call at the Tourist Info and Boulanger but silly me forgot,
it’s Monday, yet another day when THEY don’t bother working.

Man set to be arrested for blasphemy after revealing the source of water / tears supposedly miraculously
dripping from a statue of Christ. He is being arrested for hurting religious sentiments – didums.
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